



Partisan cues have a significant influence on the public’s
support for the Supreme Court.
This month the Supreme Court is due to announce its decision in the King v. Burwell case, which
will determine whether federally-run health care exchanges may provide subsidies to individuals
under the Affordable Care Act. Many Republicans hope the Court rules that such subsidies may
not be provided under the text of the statute, while some Democrats, including President Obama,
argue that the case should never have been heard. But is the public’s opinion of the Supreme
Court shaped by such partisan messages? In new research, Tom Clark and John Kastellec find
that the public’s opinion of the court is shaped by messages from their co-partisans: among
members of the public, Democrats and Republicans are much more likely to support limitations to
the independence of the Supreme Court when they are told that such limitations have been
proposed by members of their own party. They write that while evaluations of the Supreme Court
may be easily shaped by partisan attacks, so long as one party supports its decisions the Court
may be insulated from this criticism to some degree.
“I think it’s important for us to go ahead and assume that the Supreme Court is going to do what
most legal scholars who’ve looked at this would expect them to do.” So said President Obama on
June 8th as the Supreme Court prepared to issue its second major ruling on the fate of Obamacare.   “This,” he
added, “should be an easy case, frankly it shouldn’t have even been taken up.”
President’s Obama prediction—and not-so-subtle rebuke of the justices of the Supreme Court for even
entertaining the latest challenge to the health care law—illustrates the ways in which elected officials attempt to
both influence what courts do and shape the ways in which their decisions may be received by the mass public.
Indeed, in an era of clear distinctions between political parties – ideological polarization – we might expect that
political leaders’ comments are particularly useful for constituents trying to form political opinions. What their
copartisans think tells them a lot about how the parties divide on the issues. Following the Supreme Court’s initial
decision in 2012 upholding Obamacare’s individual mandate, which was followed by intense Republican criticism
of the decision, public approval of the Court dropped sharply among Republicans, while Democrats’ approval of
the Court increased.
Using a set of survey experiments fielded throughout the Spring of 2012, when the Supreme Court last
considered a case on the health care law, we examined whether shifts of this nature are symptomatic of the ways
in which cues from other political actors may shape people’s views of the Court. First, we examined how source
cues—particularly partisan source cues—might affect support for judicial independence.  Specifically, in each
survey, we asked respondents the following question: “Federal judges, including Supreme Court Justices, serve
during ‘good behavior’ which essentially means for life. Recently,  [some people/ some Democrats/some
Republicans] have proposed limiting the tenure of federal judges and Supreme Court Justices to 18 years. Do
you approve or disapprove of those proposals?” The bolded phrases were randomly assigned to each
respondent.  Next, we asked respondents: “”It is generally thought that the Supreme Court has the final say on
constitutional questions. [Some people/Some Democrats/Some Republicans] have proposed allowing the
president and Congress to reverse Supreme Court decisions that they disagree with.  Do you approve or
disapprove of those proposals?” Again the bolded phrases were randomly assigned.
Figure 1 – Responses to survey on Supreme Court life tenure and restricting final say on decisions by
partisanship
Figure 1 shows the results from our survey experiments: the left plot shows the mean responses to the life tenure
question, broken by the party of the respondent and the type of cue received, while the right plot shows the
responses to the final say question.
The patterns are clear, and demonstrate the importance of partisan source cues.  Democrats were much less
likely to support either proposal to curb the independence of the Court when it was proposed by “some
Republicans,” compared to a source cue of either “some Democrats” or “some people.” For example, 78 percent
of Democrats approved of restricting life tenure when it is proposed by “some Democrats,” compared to only 60
percent when proposed by “some Republicans.” We see a symmetric pattern with Republicans: they were much
less likely to support either proposal when it was proposed by Democrats compared to when it is proposed by
Republicans.  Finally, among Independents, support for restricting tenure does not vary across source cue; for
restricting life tenure, Independents were slightly more likely to support the proposal when it was made a by a
neutral source compared to a partisan one.
Next, to evaluate the role of source cues in the public’s beliefs about the extent to which the justices should be
able to make their decisions free of external influence, we asked: “The Supreme Court recently heard oral
arguments in the challenge to the national health care law. [Many people/Many of the law’s supporters/Many
of the law’s opponents] demonstrated out front of the Court. Do you think the demonstrators’ views should
influence the Court’s decision in this case?” This question—combined with the fact that we ask respondents their
opinion about the health care law itself—was designed to test the degree to which a respondent’s preference for
the Court to remain independent (that is, not influenced by demonstrators) is influenced by an individual’s
preference over the outcome of the case.
Figure 2 – Responses to survey on influence of Supreme Court demonstrators’ views by support for
Obamacare law and partisanship
Figure 2 presents the results: the left plot shows the responses broken down by whether respondents supported
or opposed Obamacare (or had no opinion), while the right plot breaks responses by party identification. The
patterns are again clear. Among those who wanted to uphold the healthcare law, respondents were less likely to
say the Supreme Court “should listen to” protestors when those protestors were described as opponents than
when they are described as supporters or “many people.” The converse pattern holds among those who preferred
that the Supreme Court invalidate the healthcare law. Respondents were less likely to say the Supreme Court
should listen to protesters when those protestors were described as supporters than when they are described as
opponents or “many people.”  Finally, among those with no opinion on the law, the type of cue does not affect
opinion.  The right plot tells a similar story with respect to partisanship.  Democrats were less likely to say the
demonstrators’ views should influence the Court when “opponents” of the law demonstrate, compared to
“supporters” or “many people.” The pattern among Republicans is even more striking. Only 12 percent of
Republican respondents believed the Court should heed the views of “supporters” of the law, compared to 40
percent when it is “opponents” who are demonstrating.
In conclusion, the results of our survey experiments suggest that the public does not evaluate the Supreme Court
in a neutral manner.  Instead, we find people key on source cues to evaluate how much independence the Court
should have.  Given the current era of polarization, these results push in two directions. On the one hand,
evaluations of the Court may be easily shaped by partisan attacks on the Court—recall the dip in public support of
the Court among Republicans (and, especially Chief Justice John Roberts) following the 2012 Obamacare
decision. On the other hand, because one party will usually benefit from a decision made by the Court, the
justices may be insulated from an overwhelming attack on their independence from all sides, as long as one party
is supportive of its decisions. Thus, the very fact that the Court is viewed in a political lens may help insulate it
from partisan attacks.  
This article is based on the paper “‘Source Cues and Public Support for the Supreme Court,” published in
American Politics Research. 
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